
African American Male (Early to mid 20’s)
White Male (30’s or 40’s)

In this scene the African American Male is portraying the white PATRON in a re-
enactment of an incident in Charlotte. BILLY the white male is the barber and owner of 

the shop.  Both men are southern and passionate about Duke and Carolina basketball. The 
Patron is a Carolina fan and Billy is a Duke fan. The idea of integration is  so foreign  to the 

men that  the Freedom Rider’s entrance almost goes unnoticed. Almost like seeing a 
unicorn..you don’t notice it till  its horn is poking you.

PATRON
That’s hogwash Billy and you know it! I was in the building. It was a full on lynchin’.

BILLY
Half the damn team comes through here on their way home. Hell the morning after, Heyman was 
squatting in the same chair your sitting in now, telling me the whole dang story. He had a black 
eye and a busted lip on account of that punk.

PATRON
Punk?! Larry Brown’s only 5’9” on a good day. Heyman, who is 6’ friggen 5” mauled him in the 
middle of a layup, then pulled the Duke bench for help. Who’s the punk Billy?

(A black man enters and sits in the shoe shine chair)

BILLY
Heyman had already scored thirty-some odd points for Duke. Why in God’s name would he need 
to foul Brown that hard?

PATRON
To keep the lead.

BILLY
Bubkiss- (to Joe) You need somethin’ boy?

H. THOMAS
Shave ‘n a haircut, sir?

PATRON
Heyman might be the best player in the conference I’ll grant you but he’s a hot head and the 
main reason your boys don’t make it to the post season.

BILLY
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Not in here boy. Get on. (back to his conversation) Your Heels can’t win a tournament if the 
conference don’t let’em play in’em. (to Hank) You hear me son? We don’t cut nigra hair in here. 
(again back to his conversation) All them wins, even in ‘57 was on account of McGuire cheatin.

PATRON
That’s load of bullsh-

BILLY
Hold on here- (heading toward the door) I don’t know what part of the world you hailin’ from 
son, but Charlotte ain’t the place to be testing. (out the door) That’s for damn sure- Sam!?
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